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Our 3 Step Process

We ask that all families take the time to fill out our Season
10 interest form to share important details about your
athlete to help better prepare them for the process

Open Gyms ($15)
Leveled Tumbling Classes ($25)
Leveled Stunting Classes ($25)
Flexibility & Conditioning ($20)

Enroll in a Tryout Time ($40 Tryout Fee)

Assigned Flyer Training Workshops (Additional $25 fee)

Step 1: Complete our Interest Form

Step 2: Sign Up for Optional Pre-Tryout Training

Step 3: Sign Up for Tryouts 

        All athletes will need to sign up for an informal,
        individual 10 minute tryout time slot where they will be 
        evaluated on their highest level appropriate standing 
        and running tumbling along with a 3 jump series 
        combination. At this time, the Staff may ask your 
        athlete to perform additional skills above and below 
        the level they may be pursuing. Potential flyers will 
        also be asked to showcase their flexibility in multiple 
        body positions. 

        Potential flyers who pass flexibility requirements will be 
        assigned a 30 minute time slot on Saturday, May 21st with 
        an age appropriate group to have an opportunity to 
        showcase their ability to fly at their specific level. They will 
        be stunting on experienced groups that have mastered their 
        level of stunting.

After tryout evaluations, athletes will be placed into leveled
clinics to evaluate their skills in a group setting (jumps, stunts,
and tumbling). These clinics will assist the Staff in our team
placement process. Leveled clinic assignments to not guarantee
your final team placement.

Leveled Clinics
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There may be athletes on any given team that tumble at a
different level than the rest of their teammates. We try to
match up athletes and build teams by level the best we can,
but please remember that stunts, pyramids, jumps, dance, and
age are huge factors as well that we closely evaluate during
placements. Some teammates will be stronger tumblers than
others. Some will be stronger at stunts than others. We place
our teams based on the positions we need to fill (bases, flyers,
tumblers, etc.)

Placements

Mark Your Calendars
May 5th, May 12th: Open Gyms
May 13 - 16th: Optional Pre-Tryout Training
May 17 - 19th: Individual Tryout Evaluations
May 21st: Assigned Flyer Training Workshops 
May 24 - 26th: Assigned Level Clinics
June 3rd: Season 10 Team Reveal
June 4th: Season 10 Parent Meeting/

June 6th: Season 10 Practices Begin
       Commitment Day

All Tryout related charges (Open Gyms, Pre-Tryout Trainings,
Tryout Evaluations, & Flyer Training Workshops) will appear on
your account for payment due on May 5th.


